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Introduction

Dear friends and German shepherd dogs lovers in America and worldwide.

On November this year, the Federación Canófila Mexicana (FCM) will organize these 4 huge 
events: “COAPA-WUSV Working Championship Mexico 2016”, “German Shepherd World 
Congress FCI-FCM-SV-WUSV-COAPA México 2016”, “General COAPA Assembly 2016” and 
“COAPA-WUSV German Shepherd Championship México 2016”

We extend a kind invitation to all the breeders and lovers of the German Shepherd dogs in 
Mexico, America and worldwide to participate in these championships to obtain the 
COAPA-WUSV Mexico 2016 title and to contribute with the German Shepherd breed in 
Mexico and America. 

Welcome to Mexico, we will wait you with our arms open. 

Sincerely

Dr. José Luis Payró Dueñas
FCM President

FCI Americas and Caribbean Section President



COAPA-WUSV Working 
Championship
Mexico 2016

This working championship is for all dogs with a Federation Cynologique Internationale 
(FCI) or Verein für Deutsche Schäferhunde (SV) recognized pedigree holding a IPO level 1, 
2 or 3 title, certified by an FCI, COAPA or SV recognized judge.  It will take place at  
Federación Canófila Mexicana (FCM), Mexico City.

FCI, SV, WUSV con�rmed judges:
•Edgar Scherkl (Germany)

Monday November 14th, 2016.
07:00                       Phase “A” - tracking 

Tuesday November 15th, 2016.
08:00 - 12:00            Phase “B” Obedience.
13:00 - 17:00            Phase “C” Protection
18:00                        Awards and cocktail. 



German Shepherd World Congress
 FCI-FCM-WUSV México 2016

Mexico has the honor and privilege to shelter the first German Shepherd Dog World 
Congress, with an ambitious program and full of highly worldwide recognized speakers, 
specialists and breeders of the breed, doctors, judges and trainers, and also directors and 
great personalities from the canine world. This program promises to meet all the 
expectations from every assistant, since we want to mention that it was elaborated by Prof. 
Dr. Heinrich Meßler, president of the SV and WUSV



German Shepherd World Congress 
FCI-WUSV México 2016 Program

08:00 - 09:00 Teilnehmerregistrierung - Registro de participantes – Participants Registration

09:00 - 09:30 Eröffnungsfeierlichkeiten  - Ceremonia de Inauguración – Opening ceremony 

Mr. Rafael de Santiago
Prof. Dr. Heinrich Messler
Ing. Roberto Caputi
Mr. Clemens Lux
Mr. Hartmut Setecki
MVZ Jose Luis Payró

FCI President
SV, WUSV President
COAPA President
WUSV Ambassador
SV, WUSV General Director
FCM-FCI Americas and 
Caribbean section President

09:30 - 10:00 Der Deutsche Schäferhund  in der FCI  - El Pastor Alemán  en la FCI - The German Shepherd in the FCI Mr. Rafael de Santiago FCI President

10:30 - 11:00 Vorbereitung für sportliche Wettbewerbe und Hochleistung  - Preparación para competencias deportivas de alto 
rendimiento - Sport competition and high performance Mr. Edgar Scherkl FCI Judge

11:30 - 11:45 Kaffeepause  - Descanso – Coffee break

12:15 - 13:45 Positiv kognitives Training in IPO - Entrenamiento positivo cognitivo en  IPO - IPO positive cognitive training Mr. Edgar Scherkl FCI Judge

13:45 - 14:45 Mittagessen  - Comida - Lunch

14:45 - 15:15 Der Wesenstest – Pruebas de temperamento del PA - GSD Temperament Test Mr. Hartmut Setecki Judge, SV, WUSV Breeding 
director

15:15 - 15:45 Inzuchtdepression - Cruzas consanguíneas - Inbreeding Depression Prof. Dr. Heinrich Messler SV, WUSV President

17:15 - 17:30 Kaffeepause - Descanso – Coffe break

17:30 - 18:10 Rassenstandards - Estandar racial - Racial standard Mr. Dirk Gabriel SV, WUSV Judge

18:10 - 18:40 Labortest und Genom der Dt. Schäferhunde - Pruebas de laboratorio, genoma del PA y anatomía - GS genome and 
laboratory tests and anatomy MVZ Rodrigo Téllez Molecular Biology Manager

18:40 - 19:10 Das WUSV Zertifizierungsverfahren für Hüfte und Ellenbogen - Procedimientos de certificación de la displasia de la 
cadera y del codo de la WUSV - WUSV certification procedures for hips and elbows displasia Mr. Hartmut Setecki SV, WUSV General Director

15:45 - 16:15
Der gesunde Sport- und Gebrauchshund unter spezieller Berücksichtigung der Rückenproblematik - El servicio del 
perro sano de trabajo y deporte y los problemas de columna - The healthy service and sporting dog particularly with 
regard to column related problems    

Dr. Wolfgang Lauber SV, WUSV Judge, Körmeister  

16:45 - 17:15 Rassendisposition spezifischer Krankheitsbilder beim DSH - Predisposicion del PA a enfermedades específicas -GSD 
breed predisposition in terms of specific disease patterns Prof. Dr. Heinrich Messler SV, WUSV President

11:00 - 11:30 Die aktuellen Blutlinien „Leistung“ – Situación actual de líneas de sangre en perros de trabajo - Working dogs "current 
blood lines" performance 

Mr. Hartmut Setecki Judge, SV, WUSV Breeding 
director

Wednesday, November 16th



Thursday, November 17th

09:00 - 09:30 Die aktuellen Blutlinien „Zucht“ – Situacion actual de las  líneas de sangre para la crianza del Pastor 
Alemán - Current blood lines situation "For Breeding GS" Mr. Hartmut Setecki

Judge, SV, WUSV 
Breeding director

09:30 -10:00 Evaluation und Biomechanik der Vorderläufe, Hinterläufe und Kruppe  - Evaluación biomecánica de 
miembros anteriores, posteriores y grupa - Forelegs, hindlimbs and croup biomechanic evaluation Mr. Luciano Musolino SAS President, Judge FCI, 

ENCI

10:00 - 10:30 Die anatomische Entwicklung des DSH seit den 80er Jahren - El desarollo y evolución anatómica del 
PA  desde los años 80’s - GSD Anatomic development since the beginning of the 80s

Prof. Dr. Heinrich 
Messler SV, WUSV President

10:30 - 10:45 Kaffeepause  - Descanso – Coffee break

10:45 - 11:15 Zur Problematik der Größe beim DSH - La problemática actual en cuanto a la talla del PA - GSD body 
height related to problems Mr. Hartmut Setecki Judge, SV, WUSV 

Breeding director

11:15 - 11:45 Übertypisierung beim DSH -  Hipertipo del PA -  GSD hypertipe Prof. Dr. Heinrich 
Messler SV, WUSV President

11:45 - 12:15 Historische Entwicklung der WUSV und des SV – Desarollo histórico de la WUSV y de la SV – WUSV 
and SV historical development Mr. Clemens Lux WUSV Ambassador

12:15 - 12:45 COAPA Vorschriften und WUSV - COAPA regulaciones y WUSV  - COAPA and WUSV regulations Dr. Jorge Vega COAPA Vicepresident

12:45 - 13:15 Das WUSV Zuchtbuch – Libro de crianza de la WUSV – WUSV stud book Mr. Hartmut Setecki SV, WUSV General 
Director

13:45 - 14:15 Röntgen Hüfte und Ellbogen Dysplasie Bewertung  - Evaluación de la cadera y codo con rayos X - X-
ray hip and elbow displasia evaluation Dra. Margarita Durán FCI Cientific Comission

14:15 - 15:15 Mittagessen  - Comida - Lunch

15:15 - 15:45 Epigenetik  „aktuelle Relevanz und Ausblick“ – Epigenética, relevancia y futura perspectiva – 
Epigenetics relevance and future outlook

Prof. Dr. Heinrich 
Messler SV, WUSV President

15:45 - 16:15 Die Zukunft des Gebrauchs- und Diensthundes weltweit –El futuro del perro de trabajo a nivel mundial – 
The global working dog future Mr. Clemens Lux WUSV Ambassador

16:15 - 16:30 Kaffeepause  - Descanso – Coffee break
16:30 - 17:00 Zahnen Schäferhund  - Denticion del Pastor Alemán - GSD dentition MVZ Gustavo Garrido Dentestry Director UVM

17:00 - 17:30 Zucht des Dt. Schäferhundes in Nordamerika - Crianza del PA en Norteamérica – Breeding GS in north 
America Mr. Carmen Battaglia AKC GSCA President

17:30 - 18:00 Zucht des Dt. Schäferhundes in Mittel- und Südamerika  - Crianza del PA en Centro y Sudamérica – 
Breeding GS in Central and South América Ing. Roberto Caputi COAPA President

18:00 Schließen  - Clausura - Closing

Week events
14th November COAPA-WUSV Working Championship México 2016
15th November COAPA-WUSV Working Championship México 2016
16th November World GS Congress México 2016
17th November World GS Congress México 2016
18th November COAPA General Assembly, COAPA-WUSV GS Championship Show
19th November COAPA-WUSV GS Championship Show

20th November COAPA-WUSV GS Championship Show



General COAPA Assembly 2016
Friday November 18th 2016
08:00                   General COAPA Assembly 2016 Hotel Royal Pedregal, Mexico City.
                 Periferico Sur 4363, Tlalplan.           



COAPA-WUSV German Shepherd 
Championship México 2016
November 18 th, 19th and 20th, 2016. FCM Showground. 

FCI, SV, WUSV con�rmed judges:
• Dr. Med. Wolfgang Lauber (Germany)
• Mr. Luciano Musolino (Italy)
• Mr. Dirk Gabriel (Germany)
• Imran Hussain (Pakistan)

Friday November 18th, 2016. 
08:00 a            General COAPA Assembly (Hotel Royal Pedregal)
08:00 a 14:00 Helper’s selection (Physical test, theoric and practical exam)
14:00 - 15:30 Practice with oficial helpers. 
15:00 - 15:30         Catalog numbers delivery.
15:30 -                      Class judging:
                • 4 – 6 months. 
                • All classes long coat dogs.

Saturday November 19th, 2016. 
07:00 - 08:00 Catalog numbers delivery. 
08:00 - 10:00         Bite trial.
10:15 - 15:00  Class judging:
                • 6 – 9 months.
                • 9 – 12 months, 
        • Open class 24+ months
15:00 -                    Simultaneously individual class judging
    •12 - 18 months
    •18 - 24 months
      • Working Class with Korung 24+ months. 

Sunday November 20th, 2016. 
07:00 - 08:50 Catalog numbers delivery.
08:50 - 9:30         Opening. 
9:30      Group test (Dynamic) Class judging:
                • 12 – 18 months. 
                        • 18 – 24 months. 
                                         • Working Class with Korung 24+ months
                               Best Mexican Bred will be offered at this show
   COAPA-WUSV German Shepherd Championship México 2016 closing

*Note: All dogs entered in the open class with Korung clasified excellent will get the Mexican 
championship title and the Americas Championship title fee.



COAPA-WUSV German Shepherd 
Championship México 2016
November 18 th, 19th and 20th, 2016. FCM Showground. 

COAPA-WUSV German Shepherd 
Championship’s trial sequence

COAPA, SV, WUSV Judges

Wolfgang Lauber
1st Males +24 selected and defense tests
3rd Males 12-18
6th Males 4-6

Luciano Musolino 
1st Females + 24 selected and defense tests
3rd Females 12-18
6th Females 4-6

Dirk Gabriel 
2nd Males 18-24
4th Males  9-12
5th Males 6-9
Over 24 months males with no title

Imran Hussain
2nd Females 18-24
4th Females 9-12
5th Females  6-9
Over 24 months females with no title



The following classes will be able to compete for the COAPA-WUSV German Shepherd 
Championship México 2016, depending on the dog’s age the day of the show:

Official Classes: 

 • 04 to 06 months  (Baby Puppies)                                              
 • 06 to 09 months (Junior Puppy)
 • 09 to 12 months (Senior Puppy)
 • 12 to 18 months (Youth Class)
 • 18 to a 24 months (Young Class)
 • Over 24 months with no title (Open Class)
 • Titled Over 24 months (Working Class)

Exhibition classes: 

 • Best Mexican Bred

The special trophy for COAPA-WUSV México 2016 Championship Best Mexican Bred will be for 
the best dog bred in Mexico. This title will be chosen between the dogs born in Mexico that 
obtained the highest placement in each class. Therefore, the maximum number of dogs that can 
compete for this award is 28 including dogs and bitches short and long haired. This competition 
will be exclusively for dogs which genealogy’s shows that the dog was born in Mexico. 

To participate in the working class, dogs must have minimum the BH title, obtained by a 
Federation Cynologique Internationale (FCI), Confederación Americana de Pastor Aleman (COAPA) 
or Verein für Deutsche Schäferhunde (SV) recognized judge and show actual “Breedeing 
selection” 

In all classes, the judge could ask for the original pedigree of any dog, and will be mandatory to 
show it for the working class (dogs and bitches). It will be necessary to present, for all dogs, the 
following documents that could not be missed in the competition. 

 • Original Pedigree.
 • If it’s the case, an original documents certifying the “Breeding selection”, IPO, SchH, RCI 
            and/or BH.
 • For those dogs that do not live in Mexico, the original pedigree form the country they were 
   registered. 



GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR COAPA-WUSV 
BREEDING CHAMPIONSHIP

1. All dogs from all FCI,COAPA and SV member countries can participate. 
2. To decide the winning country, each country from America can participate with the number of 
dogs they want. The dog will represent only and exclusively the country where born. 
3. The classes to participate divided in dogs and bitches are: Over 12 months to 18 months; Over 
18 months to 24 months; and over 24 months with title. 
4. Dogs over 13 months of age should have a hip diagnostic DCF “a” to obtain the higher grade of 
“Very Good”. Likewise, the dogs have to prove the HD and ED “a” diagnosis proved by the SV, kenel 
clubs aproved by the SV or by Dra Margarita Durán, in order to get the four first places of the 
category, 
5. For dogs over 24 months of age, they should prove current title.
Likewise, to obtain the grade “VA”:

• Should prove HD and ED “a” diagnostic, approved by the SV, by clubs with recognized 
diagnostics by the SV, or by doctor Margarita Durán. 
• Should approve the defense test  with “marked courage and fight spirit”, “control” (together, 
whitout leash, along a distance of 8 meters) and with “release to order” (the short one up to 3 
meters distance, and the long one up to 5 meters), with up to five (3) voice orders (both “short” 
and “long”). Those who obtained “present” or fails to “release to order” or don’t do the “fuss” 
whitout leash, only could obtain excellent. 
• Mother and father whit selection. 

6.The highest score per class will be 10 points for the first place, 9 points for second place, and so 
on, until the tenth place that will get 1 point. Those scores are exclusively applicable for dogs born 
in America. Therefore, if the first place is a dog bred in Europe and the second and third place are 
dogs bred in America, the second place will get 10 points and the third place will get 9 points. 
7. With the purpose to avoid advantage from the local country, since it is more likely for them to 
show a higher number of dogs; and that awarding the quality more than the quantity is important, 
once the COAPA show is finished, the scores from all dogs will be obtained, considering, the effects 
of the COAPA championship breeding, only the highest five scores that a country gets in the six 
categories. This means that each country could only add five grades. Then, for example, and to be 
clear, if a country participates with twelve dogs, and gets the first and second place in the six 
classes. The highest score that could get is 50 points (the sum of the ten points of the winners of 
each class), the points obtained by the other dogs that were placed in second places will not be 
added to the score. 



8. At the end of the COAPA show, the respective sum will be made, according to the point 7, to 
proceed to award the winner country.

9. En case that there is a tie between two or more countries, it will be calculated, according to the 
five highest scored referred in point 7, which team obtained a highest score in each of the following 
classes, in exclusive manner and in this order: dogs over 24 months with title, bitches over 24 
months with title, dogs over 18 to 24 months, bitches over 18 to 24 months, dogs over 12 to 18 
months, bitches over 12 to 18 months. Therefore, if countries “A” and “B” have a tie with 50 points 
each, and turns out that in their six best scores, county “A” has 19 points in the class dogs over 24 
months with title, and county “B” has 8 points in the same class; country “A” will be the winner. If 
by any reason the tie continues, the same procedure will be made with the class bitches over 24 
months with title. 

10. COAPA will award the champion team, the sub-champion and the third place. 
Individual awards: COAPA will award individually the champion, the sub-champion and the third 
place of each of the five COAPA classes.

BITING TRIAL

This trial is for the “Working Class”. Only the dogs and bitches over 24 months of age with a 
Schutzhund, RCI, IPO or similar trials, BH and breeding selection, according to the above 
specifications and will be able to perform this trial and the procedure is as follows. 

1. Assault with violence (Phase “A”):
a. The tattoo or chip of the dogs will be verified
b. Exercise performance: 
The helper should be hidden in the first folding screen at a 20 steps distance, at a judge’s order; 
the guide will take the dog to the predetermined place and will take the leash off to take the dog 
“next” to the handler in direction to the folding screen up to 8 meters . When the judge says, the 
helper will make an attack. The dog will have to repel the helper’s attack, acting energetically and 
impetuously, biting with strength and total security. Once the dog has bitten the sleeve, the 
helper will give the first whip hit, then take the dog 5 to 8 steps forward and then give the 
second whip hit, the whip hits should be in the flanks or near the weathers. It is allowed for the 
handler to encourage the dog to respond to the assault. When the helper finishes the attack and 
remains still, the dog could release the sleeve only when ordered and should remain alert. In 
case that the dog does not release with the order, will not be penalized (but it couldn’t access to 
the maximun score of VA, coulding be possible only Excelent the maximum score. 

2. Attack launched with vigilance.   (Phase “B”):
a.Exercise performance:
The handler will take the dog with the leash in the collar and will go to the pointed cone for the 
effect, while the helper goes to the second folding screen, located 50 steps from the cone. The 
handler will set the dog in position “sit, 



down or stand”, encouraging the dog until giving the order to repel the attack of the helper. When 
the judge indicates, the second helper will exit the second folding screen and will go through the 
central line in direction to the dog at a regular speed. It is allowed to the handler to keep control of 
the dog by the collar. The handler orders the helper to stop by saying “STOP!” The helper does not 
comply with the order and attacks from the front the dog and the handler. The judge gives the 
handler to repel the attack to the helper immediately. Then, the handler gives the dog the attack 
order. The dog should bite with strength, energy, firmness when responding the attack. Once the 
fight is over (with no whip hits), the dog can release by itself of with an order, and keep looking the 
helper, in case that the dog does not release with the order, will not be penalized. When the judge 
indicates, the hander will get close to the dog. 

3. Evaluation criteria:
a. Delivered or outstanding: Self-confident, impetuous, ambitious, captures and holds securely, not 
a negative reaction when hit with the flexible stick, dense observation and alert in the custody 
phase. 
b. Present or existent: Limitations, for example on its security or impetus when biting and when hit 
with the flexible stick, and in the custody phase. 
c. Insufficient: Lack of security, strong limitation regarding the pressure and work load, disinterest 
regarding the helper.
d. Only the dog biting the sleeve fully and energetically, showing excellent courage and fight spirit 
could obtain “Delivered or outstanding”
e. The order “release” could be given in any language only when it means “release”. Also the order 
“release” could be given with the name of the dog. It is not allowed to use commands “sit” or 
“down” for the dog to release the sleeve. 
f. If the bite is not overwhelming, will be graded as “Present or existent”
g. If the dog does not release with the order, WON’T be penalized.
h. If the dog does not bite, is afraid of the whip or stops the alert, will be graded as insufficient, 
NOT approved. 
i. Once the trail is finished, an identity control will be done checking the tattoos or microchips. 
j. In order to obtain the “VA”, is additionally applicable what is mentioned on point 5 of the General 
Regulations. 

The dogs with “pronounced” spirit and that release with the order will be the only ones who will 
approve this judging phase in the corresponding date when adults with title are judged. 



Biting trial:

The grades obtained on these phases are: 1) Do not release with order (T1): 2) Fight 
spirit present (T2): 3) Fight spirit insufficient (T3) and 4) Pronounced fight spirit, 
release with order (T4).

The participants will be able to practice at the FCM showground with the official helpers 
of the championship previously to the trial, according to their convenience, especially 
for the Adults with title classes. 



ENTRY FEE AND CLOSING DATE:
COAPA-WUSV Breed Championship :     $400 MXP per dog. 
                                                    $30 USD foreign dogs. 
COAPA-WUSV Working Championship:  $1,000 MXP FCM members
                                                                $60 USD foreings
German Shepherd World Congress:       $500 MXP FCM members
                                                                $60 USD foreings
Entries close: Sunday November 6th, 2016.

There will NOT be last minute entries. 

The Federación Canófila Mexicana, A.C. looks forward for your participation and the opportunity to contribute together for the 
improvement of the German shepherd breed in Mexico. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATON AND ENTRIES:
Federación Canófila Mexicana, A.C.
Zapotecas 29 Col. Tlalcoligia Tlalpan México, D.F. 14430
+(52)(55) 5655 9330 y (52)(55) 5655 1600
+(52)(55) 5655 7362
Web: www.pastoralemanmexico.com.mx
Daniel Rivera Montiel
+(52)(55) 56559330 ext. 224
chamacobich@yahoo.com

HOTEL, TRANSPORTATION AND RESERVATIONS
For hotel reservations in Mexico City.
México Touring
Ave. Nuevo Leon 58-101 Col. Hipodromo CP 06100 México, D.F.
E-mail: informacion@mexicotouring.com.mx
Tel: (52) (55) 5212-0441, (52)(55) 5256-1669, movil 5521-284-870

Hotel Royal Pedregal (20 min distance) (this hotel only accepts one dog per room and it have to stay in the kennel)
Tel. 01800-007-3845,  www.hotelesroyal.com.mx/ 
Ecocamp Ajusco (30 min distance) (this hotel accepts any number of dogs)
Tel. 0155-5846-2379  www.facebook.com / www.morari.com.mx/ 
Hotel Inn Sur (10 min distance) (this hotel don’t accepts dogs)
Tel. 5513.3738,  www.innsurhotel.com.mx/ 
Hotel K20 (5 min distance) (this hotel accepts one dog and it have to stay in the kennel, in the room’s garaje)
Who want to stay in this hotel will have to do a reservertion in the FCM whit Daniel Rivera chamacobich@yahoo.com  

ADITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS. 
1. Hold the original pedigree when showing the dog. 
2. Will be necessary to take the original documents of all the entered dogs, specially for the classes dogs and 
bitches over 24 months with title. Dogs must show the bite test on Sunday November 20th. 
3. It is absolutely required to fill the entry form complete and correct. 
4. Read carefully and follow  the COAPA regulations.


